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5. Interesting Special Case*.   Solid Solutions or
Isomorphous Mixtures.
Although, in solids miscibility is reduced to a minimum,
yet it so often occurs that one solid takes up another that
the name solid solution seems appropriate, in order to bring
the phenomena to be expected in such cases into line with
others more completely studied. Complete miscibility then
answers in many respects to the case of solids which are
so far isomorphic that mixed crystals of all compositions
are possible, as with the alums. It is interesting to note
that partial miscibility also has its analogy amongst pairs
of solids, i. e. isomorphism may occur, but not so far as to
render all compositions of crystal possible, and in that case
we may have so-called isodimorphism, in which a certain
intermediate region is missing in the series of possible
.mixtures: tetragonal EeS04.4H20, for instance, can take
up rhombic BeSe04.4H20 to the composition 7-33 BeS04.
4H20 : BeSeO4.4H20; more selenate cannot be taken up,
or rather miscibility ceases, until the ratio 4Be S04. 4H20 :
BeSeO4.4H20 is reached, when the form is rhombic like
the pure selenate. This is exactly represented by the
diagram Fig. 14. ab represents the series of mixed crystals
which starting from pure beryllium sulphate oo : i passes
through all ratios to 7-33 : i; if the solution contains the
salts in a ratio intermediate between b and c, i. e. between
7-33 : i and 4:1, crystals are deposited of the two forms
corresponding to those compositions; when more selenate
is present the mixed crystals represented by cidi are
produced, ending with the pure selenate 0:1. Retgers T,
who studied this phenomenon—discovered by Topsoe—
thoroughly in several cases, represents the results by a
formula of the following kind :
(reg.) i8V/0 AgC103-IsTaC103 28-5% (quadr.),
which expresses that sodium chlorate mixes with silver
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